
About us 
The story about Veleco brand begins in 2012, when the company was first founded 
in Poland. Through its existence, the company has been called many things: 
reliable, trustworthy and experienced. All of this didn’t happen over the course of 
one night though but was built little by little. 

As all brands, Veleco started out as a small business, designing and manufacturing 
luxury medical vehicles that we are proud of. The passion and love we put into the 
whole process (designing and manufacturing vehicles suited to our potential 
clients’ needs) resulted in ever-growing popularity and trust among our customer 
base. By keeping up the high standards of our products and customer service, 
reaching out to clients from across the world, we’ve entered our most prominent 
period of growth. 

TOP manufacturer of luxury medical devices 

Nowadays, Veleco stands tall among TOP manufacturers of luxury medical devices 
– mobility scooters and electric-powered wheelchairs as well as mopeds. We 
distribute high quality products across all of Europe. Veleco distributors include 
dealers from every corner of Europe, such as Great Britain, Germany, Spain and Italy. 
Our products improve people’s quality of life. These products are aimed at all age 
groups with mobility issues. 

A supervised order process  

Thanks to our car fleet we are able to distribute mobility scooters on our own. 
Logistics background and a full team of specialists; engineers, mechanics, testers 
and customer support with passion allow us to control and improve every part of 
selling process – from manufacture and prepare an order, by professional customer 
service and door-to-door delivery. 

Visionary, the one who made things happen 

Young and passionate, and an example to the whole team, the founder Jakub 
Marek made it all possible. At young age he established a path to make a small 
dream become a big reality. As all natural leaders, he gathered specialists of various 
fields, who followed his vision, supporting the grand idea of a brighter world. 
Curious how the future is perceived by Veleco CEO? One filled with environment 
friendly vehicles, that allow people of all ages and ability for safe travel between 
places. After all, freedom is the highest value, a priceless thing we all deserve. 


